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ALIAS D6.2

1 Executive summary

This document is one of a series of deliverables, which describes the navigational part of
the ALIAS project. The navigation within ALIAS focuses on "socially acceptable navi-
gation", which means that the human being and the robot, both as social entities, should
react to each other in natural ways, and that especially the robot treats a detected person
not only as an obstacle, but applies psychological rules in such cases.

While the first deliverable D6.1 covers the methods of approaching a person and the psy-
chological background, this deliverable provides information on the state of the art for all
other navigation tasks within ALIAS. We show the current state of research on four tasks,
which the robot has to provide. After the investigation of the state of the art for each task,
a short conclusion is drawn and a plan for the provision of the requested functionality in
ALIAS is sketched.

This deliverable covers theoretical research work. Experimental results and details on
implementation will be included in the next deliverables.
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2 Introduction

Among the capabilities a robot has to fulfill, not only the approaching of a person is
required to enable a natural behavior inside the home environment. There are a number of
additional behaviors to interact in an socially acceptable way with a single person. This
deliverable describes these additional approaches by observing the state of the art towards
different navigation tasks and also by providing first ideas (or strategies) to adapt these
approaches to our navigation framework. The approaches have to be sufficient and, when
no sufficient approach is known to solve a certain task, we draw a short sketch on how we
plan to solve these task.
So the current document will not deal only with another set of approaching strategies,
since this was done in detail in deliverable D6.1 [19]. Here, more focus is laid on the
home environment itself where the robot has to assist the person living inside the home.
Assistance means not only to approach a static sitting person but to fulfill more home-
centered tasks. These tasks consider, that a person is present inside the operational area.
Else, socially acceptable navigation makes no sense. The navigational tasks are defined
in the next section.

2.1 The robots tasks

This section covers the navigation tasks the robotic system will provide to the end user.
The task of approaching a sitting or standing person will not be mentioned, since this
was part of deliverable 6.1 "‘Report on different navigation strategies to approach elderly
people in a polite manner"’. This deliverable reports on the ideas to solve the tasks of:

• following a walking person

• guiding a walking person to a place within a flat

• planning paths by respecting (walking) persons

• observing a sitting person from a non-intrusive distance

2.1.1 Following a walking person

There are some scenarios within the ALIAS project, which require the robot to follow the
care recipient or owner. If, for example, the user wants to establish a video conference
call, a chat or even a picture slide show, this would normally not happen where the robot
is positioned at that particular moment, but where the user finds it a pleasure to do it. The
robot cannot know this place in advance, since more than one position is possible within
the home. So the robot has to follow the user until the user has reached that place.
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The task of following is considered to take place in a static home environment, where the
user is the only dynamic "environmental change" and person present. The main goal of
this task is to keep the robots position within a personal space of 0.45 to 1.2 meters from
the user(see Hall [14]), so the user recognizes that the robot is still interacting with him
and the robot is still able to track the person’s position. The last point is more or less a
pragmatic technical issue and relies on the person tracking system capabilities. The main
problem will be the modeling of the appropriate personal space configuration.

2.1.2 Guiding a walking person

The guiding of a person is more or less the opposite configuration of the following task.
Here the robot should guide the person to a known location because it is dark and the
person has to be protected from falling or other potential hazardous scenarios.

2.1.3 Path planning with respect to persons

Whenever the robot drives autonomously in the home environment without directly inter-
acting with persons, i.e. when driving to the charging station or driving to an observation
place, the robot should recognize and respect persons in the operational area. The task is
here to find a non-disturbing path to drive to a goal, which goes beyond the goal of finding
the shortest path to a target.

2.1.4 Observing a sitting person

The last task the robot should perform is the observation of a sitting person. Here the psy-
chological goal is that the robot should select a location, where the person feels observed,
but not disturbed. The technical goal is also to find a place, where the robot has a large
viewing angle towards the person. So when the person moves a little bit, the robot only
has to rotate. This should enable the robot to behave like a waiting butler to receive orders
from the owner.

2.2 Deliverable structure

The deliverable is structured as follows: in the first two chapters the summary of the
deliverable content is shown . In the next chapter 3 the topic of following a person is
discussed in detail. Chapter 4 describes how to guide a person. While these chapters
deal only with motion planning in a rather short surrounding of the robot the next tasks
are more challenging and deal with planning tasks in a global scale. So in Chapter 5
the path planning with respect to persons is described, while in Chapter 6 the task of
finding an appropriate observation position is discussed. The deliverable is finalized with
a conclusions and discussions in Chapter 7.
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3 Following a walking person

This chapter provides an overview of strategies and methods to enable a mobile system to
follow a walking person. To keep in mind: to follow a person, the robot has to detect that
person first. Issues, such as false detections, lost person hypotheses and detection noise
all have an influence on the quality of following a person. Here only the approaches of
the "following strategy" are shown and the person hypothesis and identity are assumed
to be known and stable. The problem of how a person is detected and how the position
is tracked over time is not considered here, but will be addressed in forthcoming deliver-
ables.
This chapter focuses on the state of the art of following a person and will also describe,
how the robot should follow a person within the ALIAS project.

3.1 State of the art

When searching the state of the art on the topic of following a walking person one can
see that this field has been studied extensively over the past ten years. Here one major
group of approaches to follow a person can be identified, which tries to handle the follow-
problem by designing standard controllers on different controlling variables to steer the
robot motors. A second group examines the problem of approaching a person by using
environment modeling techniques and that create a set of motion actions on the base of
these models. Here again, different methods to create actions are possible. Both, the
controller-based approaches and the model-based approaches are described here.

3.1.1 Reactive controller approaches

Visual Servoing: A huge set of methods use the visual input queue of 2D cameras
to follow a person. The main tasks of these approaches is the detection of persons in
the image or image sequence. With the found person certain controlling strategies are
applied.
For example in [26] the method of optical flow is used to extract the body silhouette. By
using the gray values E(x, y) and minimizing e(u, v) =

∑
x,y(Ex(x, y) ·u+Ey(x, y) ·v+

Et(x, y))2 with Ex = ∂E
∂x
, Ey = ∂E

∂y
and Et = ∂E

∂t
within a window inside the image (see

img. 3.1), the optical flow is estimated. From the found flow-vectors a threshold image
is extracted and the person silhouette is created. By measuring the mean shoulder height
Wimg of the person and knowing the focal length f of the used camera lens and the mean
shoulder width W of adult persons , the distance d of a person can be estimated according
to:

d =
W · f
Wimg

(3.1)
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With the known physical person distance, the translational- and rotational speed can be
controlled using a standard proportional controller:

Vtrans = G · (d− dcontrolled)
Vrot = α · arctan(

ε

f
)

Here G and α are the proportional constant for the controller and ε is the difference from
the person center to the image center in pixels.

Figure 3.1: The result optical flow image of a standing robot observing a person. From
the flow vectors the shoulder width is extracted and the robot is controlled towards a target
shoulder width.

Another approach on visual following is presented in [22]. Here the author uses elliptical
head tracking with a stereo system to estimate the head size dhead and position of the per-
son relative to the robot. Also a standard proportional and differential (PD) controller is
used to steer the robot. [22] notes that especially the following of a person is challenging
when the person cannot be observed anymore. In such a case all controlling behaviors
will fail, since the current controlling variables like dhead or Wimg are not measurable.
Reactive behaviors will not work, when the basic information they should react upon is
not measurable.

Despite that fact, many authors refined the task of following a person by improving the
person tracking task. In [7] Chen describes the selection of Lucas-Kanade[36] image
features over time from a stereo vision system, using the RANSAC segmentation to select
the corresponding features (see Fig. 3.2). From these features the mean disparity d and
again the horizontal distance from the persons center and the image center p are used to
control the robot (see equations 3.2 and3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Image feature filtering over disparity, space and time. Here features, which
don not fit into a motion model of the person (regarding disparity and place, projected
over time) are discarded and those remaining are meant to represent the person.
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Vtrans = K1 · 1/d (3.2)
Vrot = K2 · p/d (3.3)

Apart from the standard controller approaches exist some more sophisticated controller
approaches, using for example of fuzzy set [17] to control the robot. Hu proposed in [17]
the use of such controllers. With a definition of fuzzy sets, fuzzy rules and inference he
was able to match "human-like" expressions, what the robot should do when the differ-
ence to the controlled values is zero, negative normal, normal, negative big or big. The
controlled properties are the deviations from the height difference ∆h of an upper body
model to 200 Pixels, created from a color histogram, and the deviation from the center of
the upper body model ∆hc. The fuzzy sets are defined by using a triangular function µ(x)
with a center x0 and a width of 2 · σ.

µ(x) =

{
1− |x− x0|/σ x ∈ 〈x− σ, x+ σ〉
0 else

(3.4)

A complex set of rules are defined to map the fuzzified information in ∆h and ∆hc into
robot speeds. With inference, a single control command is calculated. As seen in Fig.
3.3, the parameters of the controller (not the fuzzy rules) are additionally optimized with
a swarm particle filter.

Figure 3.3: The structure of the fuzzy controller with corresponding parameter selection
unit. The unit optimizes the gain of the controller with a particle swarm. The parameters
K0, K1, K2, K3 are learned by the optimization process. The fuzzy rules are fixed and
not changed by the swarm optimization.
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The list of approaches that try to control the robot movements by controlling some param-
eters from person detection could be lengthened a lot. However the impression remains,
that all approaches are equal each other in designing a controller. If the person is within
sensor range, the robot tries simply to keep at a certain distance by acting with its con-
troller upon several values. These values differ among the approaches. Collision avoid-
ance or obstacle situation is never kept into account within our recherche. The main focus
is always the detection of a person. By doing so, view direction is also never concerned
when following a person.

Laser based controllers Laser based controllers have almost the same idea than visiual
servoing. The benefit is that a laser scanner can measure the the distance of a person with
very high accuracy. The methods, to detect a human (and in most cases only a pair of
legs from a human), differ from the methods used by the visual queue. There are several
methods in the literature to detect legs inside laser range scans [2, 29, 31]. The results
are leg-pair hypotheses (see Fig. 3.4) that can directly be used to apply linear controlling
strategies, such as above and in [11, 24]. In [24] the laser hypothesis is used to control
the translational velocity, while a visual channel is used to control the rotational velocity,
as presented in [17].

Figure 3.4: Image from [24]. Here, a laser scan, including two legs, is shown. The mean
position of both legs is used to control the robot.

3.1.2 Explicit Modeling approaches

Despite the pure controller based approaches, a few more sophisticated approaches exist.
Common to them is the usage of additional environment knowledge to build an explicit
environment model and use this model to calculate the next driving command or a se-
quence of such commands. Most of these approaches are physically inspired, but there
are also approaches which are rule-based or which in addition to those, use planning and
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optimization techniques to steer the robot. We present in this section a selection of each
type of approach.

Physical approaches: One of the basic concepts to control a robot is to model the robot
as a physical entity, which interacts in a physical environment by applying physical forces
to the robot. The robot has to follow these forces and applies the motion command by
investigating the strength and direction of the resulting force on itself. Here, we show
four different approaches on modeling such forces.
The first approach is known as the "potential field" model [35]. Commonly, obstacles
as well as a point-like robot, are positively charged, so forces will lead to increase the
distance towards obstacles. The goal, for example a person, has a negative charge, and
the robot is dragged towards it. An example is shown in Fig. 3.5 b). Here, the main force
towards the goal is modeled as follows:

~Fgoal(x, y) = α ·
~G(x, y)− ~R(x, y)

d2
(3.5)

Here, ~G(x, y) is the current person’s position, while ~R(x, y) is the current robot’s position.
The scalar d is the Euclidean distance between ~G(x, y) and ~R(x, y). The obstacles are
measured with a laser range finder. Each obstacle is a point in the environment which
also creates a force towards the robot:

~Fobst(x, y) = β ·
N∑
i=1

~R(x, y)− ~Oi(x, y)

D2
i

(3.6)

The factors α and β are experimentally optimied and are critical to choose, since they can
lead the robot to get stuck in local minima (at narrow spaces) or lead the robot to hit an
obstacle.
Now ~Oi(x, y) is the position of the obstacle point and Di the corresponding Euclidean
distance between the obstacle point and the robot. The driving direction and speed of the
robot can be computed by direct vector summarization of ~Fobst(x, y) and Fgoal(x, y). An
example trajectory is shown in Fig. 3.5 b).
Svenstrup[34] and Andersen[1] created the potential field in a more complex way. Their
potential field is a direct model of the personal space and they use a sum of Gaussians,
modulated by the interaction interest i of the person:

A(x, y) = α · e
−
(

(x−xc)2

σ2
attx

+
(y−yc)2

σ2
atty

)
(3.7)

B(x, y) = β · e
−
(

(x−xc)2

σ2
rearx

+
(y−yc)2

σ2
reary

)
(3.8)

C(x, y) = γ · e−~xTΣ(θ1)−1~x + e−~x
TΣ(θ2)−1~x (3.9)
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Figure 3.5: Two different methods of modeling a potential field. While in b) from [35]
each point is seen as a radial positive charge (like the robot), in a) from [1, 34] the potential
function is more complex.

Σ(θ) =

 σ2
x

(
tan(2θ)·(σ2

x−σ2
y)

2

)(
tan(2θ)·(σ2

x−σ2
y)

2

)
σ2
y

 (3.10)

Here, xc and yc denotes the center of the person, while σattx , σatty are the variances of the
attraction force, σrearx and σreary are the variances of the repulsive force and Σ(θi) is a
covariance matrix to model the approaching angle θi. The angles θ1 and θ2 are chosen to
be perpendicular. The angle θ1 is a function of the person interest to interact. If the person
interest is high the robot should approach from the front, so θ1 = 0 and when the interest
is low, the robot should approach more from the side.
In all positions ~x = (x, y)T the Gaussians A(x, y) and B(x, y) are summed up to form
a difference of Gaussian function. Only in the space of ±45◦ relative to the persons
view direction also the Gaussian C(x, y) is added. Since the potential function is quite
complex, the robots steering direction could only be derived from a numerical solution of
the tangent inside this function. A resulting trajectory is shown in Fig. 3.5 a).
A third approach is presented by Luo[23], where a simple mass-spring model is applied,
to follow the person. The spring issues two forces, a lateral force ~F1 and a perpendicular
force ~F2. Both have linear relationship towards the distance and angle of the person to
follow, defined by the spring constants k1 and k2 (see Fig. 3.6 a) ). As seen in Fig. 3.6
a), the distance d from robot to person and the angular deviation φ from person and robot
view direction is used to calculate the forces:

~F1 = k1 · d (3.11)
~F2 = k2 · φ (3.12)
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With the mass of the robot m, the moment of intertia i, the robot’s wheel distance L, the
translational speed ~Vtrans, and the rotational speed ~Vrot the following dynamic system can
be used to update the robot speed:

m~̇V trans = −F1 · cos(φ)− F2 · sin(φ)− k3 · ~Vtrans (3.13)

i~̇V rot = (F1 · sin(φ) + F2 · cos(φ)− k4 · ~Vrot)L (3.14)

Here the constants k3 and k4 are chosen by the designer and denote the inertia of the robot.
The fourth approach [38] describes a combination of two artificial force fields to create
the current driving direction. One force field is directly created from laser range data.
The distance per angle is used to create the "force" in the angular direction. A free space
creates a high force, whereas an obstacle creates a low force towards this direction. These
forces follow no physical rule, but are defined artificially (the author shows no details
here). A second force field is generated from the direction of the person to follow, which
comes from a person tracker. Here, high values are generated when the direction matches
best, while low values are generated when the direction does not match. Both force fields
are combined by weighted sums and the angle of the maximum force is used as next
steering angle. An example situation snapshot is shown in Fig. 3.6 b).

Figure 3.6: Model of a mass-spring system a) [23], where two forces are used to update
the dynamic motion model of the robot. In b) [38] a force field model is presented, which
combines angular forces to reach the goal with forces from obstacles. The obstacle force
field is shown in red and is derived from the laser scanner, the steering force field is shown
in green. Both force fields are combined to a resulting force field, shown in blue.

Rule-based approach: A completely different method is presented in [37]. Here three
behaviors are modeled and a rule set for switching between the behaviors is discussed.
The three behaviors are as follows:

• Direction following: The simplest behavior to follow a person. The robot always
tries to drive into the direction, the person is detected at.
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• Path following: The robot tracks the trajectory of the person and exracts way points
of the trajectory, depending on the curvature. A high curvature leads to many way
points, while a low curvature leads to only a few way points.

• Parallel following: Here the robot tries to drive parallel to the person, so the speed
vector should be identical to that of the person. Obstacles should be avoided and
the position to follow should be sideways behind the person.

Figure 3.7: The region fields from [37]. FF means front fields, while LSF and LRF means
left side field, respective right side field. The front fields are defined by the angle α while
the side fields are defined by the angle β. It depends on the region the person is in, and
the free space left and right from the person (FS_PL and FS_PR), defined by the angle γ,
to decide which of the three behaviors should be active.

The author presents a rule set, which dictates how these three behaviors should be switched,
depending on the relative position of the robot towards the person. The space before the
robot is split into regions. This is shown in Fig. 3.7, where FF denotes the frontal fields,
while LSF denotes the left side field and RSF the right side field. If the person is inside
one of the side fields, direction following is activated. If the person is in the front field, the
robot decides with a set of rather complex rules, if it has to activate the parallel follow-
ing (when enough space is availible), or if it should use path following behaviour. More
details are shown in [37].

Planning approach: The last group of methods to follow a person, is the group of plan-
ning and optimization approaches. Both have in common, that they find an optimal path
or trajectory, for either a short period of time, or the complete solution. One example
of short-term optimization is shown in [20]. The approach is quite unusual: the authors
used visual and laser based pre-processing to extract baselines of obstacles in the area sur-
rounding the robot. All known baselines are grouped to the left baseline group, consisting
of obstacle baselines OL, the left person baseline PL, and the left vehicle baseline V L.
The group of right baselines also consists of OR, V R, PR. Now the target is, to construct
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for every new steering command a quadratic function to separate both groups in an opti-
mal fashion. This function is called the decision boundary h(X) and is shown in Fig. 3.8
a). Since the person is split into two groups of baselines (the left border baseline and the
right border baseline), and also the vehicle is, the boundary function has to lie between the
front wheels of the robot and cross also the person. By using the optimization parameters,
the tangent of h(X) at the robots front wheel position can be used for the next steering
angle. In this fashion obstacle avoidance and person following / homing is guaranteed.

Figure 3.8: In a) the approach of [20] is shown. Here, two groups of baselines are con-
structed and a quadratic classifier h(X) is found, that separates both groups in an optimal
fashion. In part b) an search tree from [16] is shown. Here, an optimal path in 5D space
has to be found. A heuristic is used to expand the graph for a directed search.

In deliverable D6.1 [19] we already investigated the planning technique of rapid expand-
ing space trees. This belongs to the group of optimal planning techniques, and could be
used also to follow a person, and not only to approach a person. Hoeller [16] used this
technique to plan an optimal path in state space to a defined position relative to the person.
The state is defined by the robots translational- and rotational speeds Vtrans and Vrot,and
the pose x, y, φ of the robot. Each node represents a sample of this state. A set of so called
"trajectorlets" can be used to expand the graph. This is usually a set of driving commands,
which is applied to each node, and, given an time interval ∆t, creates a trajectory snippet.
The graph is expanded by defining a cost function for each trajectorlet by using a search
heuristic to expand the graph with directed search. Here, the well known A* [15] graph
planner is used to expand the graph towards the goal. Fig. 3.8 b) shows such a search
tree.
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3.1.3 Conclusions

In the previous sections we presented a set of different approaches to follow a person.
In this section, the pros and cons of these approaches are shown first. Afterwards, the
conclusion, what to use and why to use it is shown. But lets start with a comparison of the
approaches. In Table 3.1 the approaches of a purely reactive controller-based approach
are shown. Table 3.2 shows the pros and cons of the model based approaches.

Reactive controller approaches
pros cons

visual servoing -operates directly on the image -person hard to detect
-easy controller design -direct reaction on sensor noise

-nothing to control, if perons lost
-no obstacle avoidance

laser based -easy controller design -direct reaction on sensor noise
-more accurate person position -nothing to control, if person lost

-no obstacle avoidance

Table 3.1: Pros and cons of the approaches, dealing with reactive controllers.

It can be seen, that reactive controller based designs do not support obstacle avoidance.
Because the controllers are so simple, they could not include complex obstacle situations.
Another drawback is also the response to sensor noise. Some controlled values, like
disparity could jitter suddenly and may lead also to jittering behaviour. When the values
to control are not measurable any more, all controller based approaches will fail.
Table 3.2 shows a different picture when investigating modeling approaches. First of all,
all investigated approaches support obstacle avoidance. Physical approaches could create
a model of potential fields, which could lead to barriers and block the robot. But the
benefit is that complex potential fields, such as the personal space, could also be modeled
and used to steer the robot. Planning approaches could overcome the drawback of getting
stuck in local minima, but are more complex to compute.

3.2 Planned approach to use in ALIAS

The conclusion shows a clear picture of what is possible with different approaches. While
simple controller approaches work well in laboratory environments, real world applica-
tions need robust methods, which can deal with unforeseen obstacle situations and which
will work in most situations. The physical approaches showed a great flexibility in mod-
eling the environment by using potential fields. The planning approach of Hoeller [16]
showed the benefit of finding even non-trivial solutions and trajectories to follow a person.
We propose a mixture of both worlds, using the flexibility of modeling a potential field
(and using here also a model of the personal space) and also using the ability of expanding
space trees to plan even complex driving sequences to follow a person. How this is done
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Modeling approaches
pros cons

Physical approaches -obstacle avoidance -can get stuck in local
-plausible motion models minima
possible
-complex environment models
possible
-if person position is not
measurable, the old environment
model could still be used to
control the robot

Rule-based approaches -obstacle avoidance -rules based on designer
-fast to compute -general rules often need

a set of rules designed for
exceptional situations
-no general approach

Optimization approaches -obstacle avoidance -computationally complex
-plausible motion models
possible
-complex environment models
possible
-if person position is not
measurable, the old environment
model could still be used to
control the robot

Table 3.2: Pros and cons of different modeling approaches.

in detail, integrating into the Dynamic Window Approach, what practical problems have
to be considered, and experimental results will be shown in the upcoming deliverable 6.3.
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4 Guiding a person

In the previous chapter we described techniques used to follow a person. So why a chapter
dedicated to guiding a person? Isn’t that the same problem, only with the robot in front of
the person? That is the problem: the roles have changed. While the robot is in following
mode, the person decides, where to go to and the robot has to follow. As Cohen [9]
states so well, a following task as well as a guiding task is a joint commitment between
two parties, the robot and the person. But the robot does not posses its own will, which
implies a following task, that the robot will stay within that task, until a different task is
commanded.
This is completely different when a robot has to guide someone. This person has of course
a free will and may change his/her mind upon the task. So the joint commitment can be
broken and the robot has to detect such a case. The degree of freedom a person could show
towards the robot without breaking the commitment, could be very high. For example a
person can walk on the left or right side of the robot, but also behind the robot. All these
configurations mean that the commitment is still active. The person can also change its
speed. To detect all these cases, and also to tolerate that high degree of freedom of person
movement, is the challenging aspect of that task. This includes questions like: What
happens when the person stops to rests? Is the guiding task still active? What happens in
narrow spaces, where the person may use a different path than the robot or even walk in
front of the robot? Studies on state of the art leads to a devastating observation. Almost
no publications deal with such an problem, although there exist today a huge amount of
museum guide robotic systems. We found one publication that starts to investigate this
challenging task. Due to the lack of other literature, we will investigate this publication
in detail in the next section.

4.1 State of the art

There are works that deal with guiding blind persons in stores [21] like super markets or
home improvement stores, but these differ to a great deal by the functionality they should
fulfill from our use. The blind person has direct contact to the robot and is always in the
same relative position towards the robot. The person is not free to walk beside the robot
or stop to look at other persons or goods. So these robots perform a path following task
at a certain speed by driving very smooth routes. Other approaches [8, 13] use a simple
start-stop behavior to guide a person. They build a model to recognize the specific person
and start to follow a path towards the target. When the person is lost or too far away, the
robot stops until the person’s position is near the robot so that guiding continues. This
behavior is not socially acceptable and can lead to confusion on the user side to end the
guiding process before the target could be reached.
There is one work [25], which investigates the guiding problem from a psychological
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Figure 4.1: Picture taken from [25]. Here the regions are shown where the robot should
drive to be in active guiding mode. These regions are modeled by a single Gaussian
distribution (see equation 4.1) to give the probability of being in guide state.

perspective by using the personal space, and also by providing a sufficient model of "being
in a guide situation". To our knowledge, this is the only work available now (and the
authors state the same). We will describe and discuss this solution in detail here. From the
proxemics theory of Hall[14] the authors construct a personal space configuration as seen
in Fig. 4.1. Here the robot should be placed within a social zone of 1.2m to 3.5 meters.
This zone is not circular, but elliptical. This model is not used directly, but is only a hint
for a probabilistic description of the personal space. In this description the probability of
"still-having-a-guiding-commitment" is modeled from the four-dimensional state vector
X with the robot position x, y, the speed of the robot sr and ∆θ, the relative angle to the
persons upper body pose, by defining a multivariate Gaussian function:

pguide =
1

(2π)2 ·
√
|Σ|
· e−1/2(X−µ)T (D1+D2)(X−µ) (4.1)

Σ =


σ2
x 0 0 0

0 σ2
y 0 0

0 0 σ2
∆θ 0

0 0 0 σ2
s

 (4.2)

X =


xr
yr
∆θ
sr

 (4.3)
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µ =


xh
yh
0
sh

 (4.4)

Note that equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 differ from those in [25], since we believe that
especially the exponential equation is wrong written! The parameters σ2

x, σ
2
y, σ

2
∆θ, σ

2
s are

chosen by hand and form the Gaussian function. The matrices D1 and D2 (in a normal
case simply Σ−1) describe two aspects of the probability distribution. The matrix D1

models the covariance of position and the person orientation , while D2 models the speed
and relative robot orientation. These matrices are defined as follows:

D1 =


cos2(α)
σ2
x

+ sin2(α)
σ2
y

0 0 0
sin(2α)
σ2
y
− sin(2α)

σ2
x

sin2(α)
σ2
x

+ cos2(α)
σ2
y

0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 (4.5)

D2 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1

σ2
∆θ

0

0 0 0 1
σ2
s

 (4.6)

Here, alpha is the global person orientation, while ∆θ is the robot direction, as seen from
the person. They form the key components upon decision processes of the robot. They
are used to compute the squared Mahalanobis distance d of X , which is simply
d = (X − µ)T (D1 + D2)(X − µ). The parameters are set to σ2

x = 3.5m2, σ2
y =

1.75m2, σ2
∆θ = π, σ2

s = 1, which describes an area as shown in Fig. 4.1 with an al-
lowed tolerance of 180◦ and a speed deviation of 1m/s. Now a few rules are constructed,
how the robot should react, depending on d. The distance d is a direct measurement above
which percentile within the distribution X lies. The first, and most important rule is:

• if d corresponds to pguide ≥ 0.5 the robot is still in guiding mode and follows its
path

Although, there are a few sub-rules within the interval of pguide = [0.5...1.0].

• if pguide ≥ 0.65 the robot will not change the speed

• if pguide ∈ [0.55...0.65] the robot will slow down proportionally. pguide = 0.55
means stop, pguide = 0.65 means normal speed

• if pguide ∈ [0.5...0.55] the robot stands still and will enter the wait state. In the wait
state the parameters are changed to σ2

x = 3.5m2, σ2
y = 1.75m2, σ2

∆θ = π/2, σ2
s =

0.5, which restricts the tolerable interval concerning the speed of the person and the
possible position of the robot.
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The authors describe a lot more rules, i.e. how states of the state machine will change and
influence the parameters, but either the state machine nor the rules are of any importance
to ALIAS.

4.2 Planned approach to use in ALIAS

Since the choice of approaches is not very large, we use the key ideas of the presented
approach. It uses the personal space and its tolerance upon unforseen user behavior. The
rest is normal path following. All aspects could be integrated into our framework of
Dynamic Window objectives, so that this task can be covered with just a configuration of
the navigator module.
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5 Path planning with respect to persons

The focus of the previous two chapters was the interaction with a user. This implies, that
both interaction partners have a common goal, like having a video conference, reminding
the user of something, or the robot providing internet services. The task of path planning
relates to another problem, namely what happens if the person does not interact with the
robot, but the robot has to navigate. This is the case if the robot should drive for example
to the charging station or the person would like to be left alone for some reason.

In those cases the robot should respect the person’s private space, and also should avoid
crossing the person’s predicted walking path. On the other hand, the person should no-
tice what the robot does, to avoid any surprises. Again, the literature found during the
recherches was very few, but investigates already different aspects of the path planning
task. We present those aspects in the next section, discuss them and show, which methods
seem to provide the most useful approaches.

5.1 State of the art

A key part of planning a path in a socially acceptable manner, is to predict the trajectory
of the person (where the person will walk in the next few seconds), and to include that
knowledge into the path planning. We separate approaches into two groups: one group
learns trajectories with statistical methods and use them while planning driving paths,
while the second group treats the trajectories as given from another module of an intel-
ligent system. The last group differs in the way, that they do not consider probabilities
when planning paths. The difference of both groups lies also in the time needed to setup
such a system. While the statistical methods need a lot of training data, and also a large
setup time, the methods which take the trajectories as given, are out of the box. Note that
both approaches need a pre-learned environment model in the form of a map.

Statistical trajectory models: The first group of methods uses a large set of previously
seen trajectories to learn trajectory models and uses them in path planning. We present
two approaches: [3, 4] and [18]. The first approach of [3] uses a set of user trajectories
d = (d1, d2, .., dN) of fixed size T and M learned models θ = (θ1, θ2, ..θM), which adapt
to cluster centers of the given trajectories. This is done by using the EM algorithm. Figure
5.1 shows an example training configuration of three trajectories d1...d3 and two models
θ1, θ2.
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Figure 5.1: Example configuration to estimate two clusters/models of typical motion pat-
terns of a person as described in [4, 3]. Also a geometrical configuration on how to
calculate the correspondence of an example trajectory towards a model is shown.

Each training trajectory di consists of a set of T person positions di = (xi1, x
i
2, ..., x

i
T ).

Each model θm also consists of the same number of model nodes θm = (µm1 , µ
m
2 , ..., µ

m
T ).

Now, Estimation/Maximization is used to construct a correspondence matrix in the Esti-
mation step. This matrix denotes which example trajectory di belongs to which model θm
under the assumption of the current iteration j.

E[ci,m|θ[j]
m , di] = ν

T∏
t=1

e−
1

2σ2 ·‖xti−µtm[j]‖ (5.1)

Here, σ is constant for every node. The estimation of the correspondence matrix is up-
dated. The correspondence matrix shows for every model how possibly a trajectory fits
that model. So the sum of each row is one.
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d1 d2 ... dN
θ1

θ2

...
θM

Table 5.1: Structure of the correspondence matrix, which is the core of the estimation step
and updated at each iteration.

The maximization step is used to improve each model with its corresponding set of ex-
amples. Each node is updated independently and with the use of the estimation values:

µt[j+1]
m =

∑
i = 1NE[ci,m|θ[j]

m , di] · xti∑
i = 1NE[ci,m|θ[j]

m , di]
(5.2)

There are some more rules to fuse models, when two models share equal trajectories
(which means that they have equal correspondence values). In the end, unique models are
created, each representing a set of example trajectories and the center of a cluster.

After training has finished, the set of models is used to classify trajectories by providing
a probability, to which model the current trajectory may belong. This is described in de-
tail in [4]. The problem on trying to classify the observed trajectory snippets is, that it
is unknown, at which node of the model the current snippet of the trajectory begins, and
at which node of the model it ends. This is why Bennewitz[4] suggests to assume every
possible configuration of start node k and end node ḱ. This leads to the problem of in-
terpolating trajectories an a rather complex classification task. Now, given the recognized
trajectory z = (x1, x2, ..., xR), the probability of belonging to a model θm is as follows:

p(z|θm) =
K∑
k=1

K∑
ḱ=k

p(z|θm, k, ḱ) · p(k, ḱ) (5.3)

p(z|θm, k, ḱ) =
R∏
r=1

p(zr|θ[f(r,k,ḱ]
m ) (5.4)

Note that the prior p(k, ḱ) depends on the person’s position and speed and that f(r, k, ḱ)
is a linear interpolation function from the trajectory point zr to the node in the model:

f(r, k, ḱ) =
ḱ − k
R− 1

r +
kR− ḱ
R− 1

(5.5)

Given the probability, that the trajectory z belongs to a model θm, and knowing the speed
of the person, the motion is simply projected along the trajectory and further blurred
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over time. They use the A* [15] algorithm to plan over space and time and include the
probabilities of cells being occupied over time.
Even more statistics are used by [18]. Here, a shopping mall is observed with laser scan-
ners and the trajectories of thousands of customers are recorded. Kanda[18] classifies
small intervals of these trajectories (5 second intervals) into four basic walking behaviors
by using a support vector machine. The observed environment is split into cells and his-
tograms are build up over time and space, to denote which basic behavior is dominant
at a certain place at a certain time, called "use of space". Fig. 5.2 shows a result of this
process. These histograms are important upon path planning of the robot.

Figure 5.2: Image from [18], which shows the "use of space". This denotes which basic
motion behavior is dominant in a certain time interval. Here, four time intervals are
shown.

However, the local motion information is not sufficient to predict the motion trajectory
over a longer distance. That is why a second model is constructed to cluster typical tra-
jectories. Here, the k-means cluster method is used to create k cluster centers. To calculate
the distance between two trajectories a dynamic programming (DP) matching algorithm
is used on the precomputed trajectories. The trajectories are coded as a sequence of basic
motion behaviors, and each include- and delete operation adds 1 meter to the comparison
cost. The sequence is searched, where the costs of all compare-, include- and delete op-
erations is minimal, which is the distance of the two trajectories. Essentially this is the
same intention as done by Bennewitz[3]. Here, also the problem appears when observ-
ing a unclassified trajectory, to which cluster this trajectory may belong, but with the DP
matching method they could also find the distance to each of the clusters.
According to the distance, weights are calculated to let each cluster vote for the next
person motion. In this way, a kind of trajectory distribution is constructed, which also
consists of information, where the person will likely be in the next few seconds. An
example is shown in Fig. 5.3. This approach shows rather promising results.
For path planning two scenarios are shown. One scenario deals with approaching the
person by driving in the persons predicted path (see [28]) in front of the person. This
approach was already described in deliverable D6.1 [19]. The other approach is relatively
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Figure 5.3: Two examples of motion prediction from [18]. The recognized trajectory is
used to match against all known trajectory clusters. Depending on the match, each cluster
votes for correct prediction. Over the three shown time steps, the clusters which are very
unlikely could not vote strongly and fade from the prediction.

simple, since the robot tries to communicate only with persons within quiet areas, where
persons normally walk slowly. Here the "use of space" maps are used to patrol the robot
directly through such spaces, where idle walking and stopping dominates.

Given knowledge: This section covers approaches, that deal with knowledge given by
external entities. This is interesting in the aspect that no training phase is needed or
assumed. These approaches have to work out of the box! The first approach of [32] deals
with different aspects of socially acceptable navigation, especially with aspects in path
planning. This work is a great inspiration, albeit it does not cover the prediction of human
motion within the path planning process. It was the first work, which models parts of the
personal space, like the private zone, and also includes aspects like visibility of the robot
and hiding behind walls. Fig. 5.4 shows all three aspects.
Sisbot[32] defines three criteria (safety, visibility and hiding), where each criterion creates
a cost function. All three cost functions are merged with each other plus the obstacle map
of the environment. Merging is done by taking the maximum cost value at each cell.
The safety zone (or private zone) is described as follows:

g(H, x, y) =
(cos(2DMax/π · (x−Hx)) + 1) · (cos(2DMax/π · (y −Hy) + 1))

2
(5.6)

The function g(H, x, y) is only valid in the first half of the period, else it is set to zero.
The visibility function is very equal, despite the fact that it is linearly dependent towards
the deviation angle from the persons view direction ∆Φ. It is only defined outside an
angle of ±45◦. An example is shown in Fig. 5.4 b):

v(H, x, y) = g(H, x, y) ·∆Φ (5.7)

The hidden zone criterion focuses on free space not observable by a nearby person, be-
cause the free space is hidden behind a wall. Here the criterion is not easy to describe,
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Figure 5.4: Pictures taken from [32]. Here the three elements of social navigation are
shown. Element a) is the cost function of hiding, b) the cost function of visibility and c)
the cost function of the private zone of the personal space.
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since ray casting algorithms are involved. The basic idea is to check every free cell of the
environment map, if a ray from the person’s head towards this cell intersects an obstacle.
If that is true the hidden condition is true. For every free cell, where the hidden criterion
is true, the costs are calculated as follows:

h(H, x, y) = 1− ‖(x−Hx, y −Hy)‖
D

(5.8)

As mentioned before, all costs are merged by taking the maximum of all costs: c(H, x, y) =
max (g(H, x, y), v(H, x, y), h(H, x, y)). These costs are used to apply a standard A*
planner [15] to plan a path. Moving objects are not considered and another drawback is
the used planner, since A* can create paths which are not smooth and sometimes look
unnatural.
The last approach[27] discussed here, deals with the aspect of moving objects. It assumes
that the motion of moving obstacles is known for a time interval of 4 seconds. Within that
interval, planning in space and time is done with so called lattice graphs. A latttice consits
of a "grid" of trajectories for a defined time interval, which stems from a certain action of
accelerating, decelerating or keeping the speed while also changing the rotational speed
of the robot. Fig. 5.5 a) shows an example of such a set. Each set leads to a new node of
the graph, which could be expanded by another set.

Figure 5.5: Pictures taken from [27]. In a) a lattice set to expand a graph node is shown,
in b) experimental results on the benefit of time and space planing are shown.

A set of heuristics is used to expand the graph’s nodes. These heuristics, like traversing
time and distance to the target state, form the costs of the graph. D*[33] is used to provide
fast directed planning and replanning within that graph. As experiments show (Fig. 5.5b
), this approach is even able to recover from conflicts, when the robot and another person
want to pass a door simultaneously. Although it is not able to perform in real time, it
could prove its value under simulation conditions.
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Pros Cons
Bennewitz[4, 3] -mathematically advanced -traj. models limited

-only few examples needed to fixed size
-includes moving persons -heavy computational effort
into planning upon prediction

-complete traj. observations
needed
-use standard A*

Kanda[18, 28] -easy to implement -huge amount on training
-easy to understand data needed
-equal powerful as -hand label data to
Bennewitz classify basic behavior

-have to cover full area
with training data

Sisbot[32] -covers criteria others -does not support moving
do not have persons

-use standard A*
Rufli[27] -includes moving persons -no private zone around

into planning moving persons
-lattice graph uses -huge computational effort
robot physics when
planning

Table 5.2: Strength and weaknesses of the presented path planning approaches.

5.2 Conclusions

By investigating existing approaches, there are already powerful methods available, which
support almost all needed functionality. What is missing in one approach is provided by
another. While statistical approaches deal mostly with modeling the motion trajectory in
a sophisticated way, they lack path planning capabilities, while approaches which need
person trajectories and positions as input provide good path planning capabilities. Table
5.2 summarizes the strength and weaknesses of all presented approaches.
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5.3 Planned approach to use in ALIAS

The lattice graph approach seems to have the most flexibility in planning, while also pro-
viding good modeling properties of the robot motion. Since it performs over space and
time, no restrictions on moving objects are given, or the length of trajectories are trun-
cated. Since we plan to use a similar approach when following a person (with expanding
random trees), we aim to adapt the approach of lattice graphs and extend it with the crite-
ria Sisbot has found in his work [32]. As a main question the estimation of the person’s
trajectory remains. We have shown here that many approaches are available and will
choose one that is sufficient to show experimental results.
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6 Observing a resting person

The last of the robot tasks is the observation of a resting person. This is needed if the robot
is not interacting with the user, but waiting for commands. To recognize these commands
the robot has to sense the userfrom a ranging distance. The task is to find a position,
which is not intrusive to the user’s private zone (and does not disturb the user), while
also being able to observe the person when the person changes their position. The system
should behave in the end like a waiting butler. This problem could be characterized as
an observation problem, where three constraints should be respected. One is, to keep the
observability of the person by the used sensor system (laser and camera). The second
constraint, is to find a position, where the person could be observed even when changing
their position within the resting area. Third, the robot should select a place, where rotation
is sufficient to also recognize larger changes of position, and where the robot does not
obstruct critical paths, such as line of sight to television or walking path to other resting
areas. The literature gives almost no hint on solving such a problem. There is one work
from ourselves which deals with position optimization and there are works which deal
with optimal positioning for measurement and estimation tasks, the so called "next best
view" problem. Both approaches are shown in the next section. We also present a short
work, on how to estimate resting points from recorded trajectories.

6.1 State of the art

The next best view problem: In this section we show two approaches of the next-best-
view problem. This problem deals with the question of where to drive next, to get either
full information of 3D object structures to create maps and track objects in space.
The goal of this investigation, is to show the key idea behind all approaches. The first
work, presented here, focuses on the estimation of 3D data from an object, by driving
around that object with a monocular camera. The object consists of several small planes,
where the position and normal vector of each plane should be estimated. The key idea
is to minimize the determinant of the covariance matrix over all known planes. This is
equal to a maximal information gain. To calculate the information gain, the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are used. The eigenvalue with the highest value
covers the most uncertainty. For one plane, each robot motion, which observes this vector
from a side view, increases the certainty and adds information to the model. This is done
for every position the robot can reach and the mean over all eigenvectors and surfaces is
taken. This is quite an exhaustive calculation and would need a huge amount of time, if
done for every point. This is why initially two points are selected , the starting point x0

, and a point at the opposite side of the object x1. Now the distance between both points
is split into equal lengths. Perpendicular to this mid point, a region is rastered (shown
in blue in Fig. 6.1) and the minimum value is the next point to drive to. This process is
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Figure 6.1: Pictures from [10]: two iteration steps to to create a path with optimal infor-
mation gain. In the first iteration a region perpendicular towards the mid-point of x0, x1 is
searched for the minimum value. The resulting two lines are also split in the middle and a
region is searched for optimal information gain. Note, that the object itself is not shown,
but should be places between x0 and x1.

done iteratively with each new line segment until a dense path is created. Two steps of
the refinement process are shown in Fig. 6.1.

A second approach is shown in [6], where a particle filter is used to track an object in
3D space. Particle filters are often used as state estimators. Each particle consists of a
state sample the system should estimate and a weight, how likely it is that this state is
correct. All particle weights are normalized to sum up to one. The authors state that the
distribution of the particles and especially the distribution of the particle weights are a
measurement for the information included inside the particle filter. This is done by using
the measurement of the effective particles:

Neff =
1∑Ns

i=1w
2
i

(6.1)

Here, wi is the normalized weight of the particles and Ns is the number of particles used
within the filter. When the distribution is uniform, each particle will have wi = 1/Ns

and Neff = Ns, while in the opposite case, all particles but one have a weight of zero
and one particle will have the weight of one. In the latter case Neff = 1, so only one
particle carries information on the distribution. The rate of effective particles λeff is used
to update the particle filter. The rate is defined as follows:

λeff =
Neff

Ns

(6.2)

A rate of 100% is reached on equal distribution, and a rate of 1/Ns is reached in case of
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a unimodal peak distribution. Finally a random set ζ of particle sets ζ1, ..., ζN is drawn to
update the filter, and the set ζi is used, which maximizes the effective particle rate:

ζopt =
ζi

argmax (λeff (ζi)) (6.3)

To sum up both approaches, each one tries to maximize information. One needs to max-
imize information on an object, another tries to maximize information inside a particle
swarm. This goal is common in all next best view approaches we read, albeit with other
maximization criteria.

Observation point optimization: An approach, which deals directly with the global
observation point search is presented in [30]. Here, also a particle swarm is used to
find a global optimal position with different criteria. The criteria are size and position
of a person inside the image, illumination background and free line of sight. All three
criteria are merged by weighted sums and each particle of the swarm calculates its weight
according to the criterion. By parametrizing the criteria, as well as the weights, different
end position can be achieved. Fig. 6.1 shows a parameter set of passive observation, with
and without including illumination information.

Figure 6.2: Example from [30]: here a configuration for a passive observation optimiza-
tion is used and the the results of using illumination (red) and not using illumination
(green) are shown. Pictures b) and c) show the corresponding camera images.

This approach optimized directly on a quality function, and does not consider informa-
tion gain. The found solution is optimal for that exact configuration and it cannot be
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guaranteed that it is stable upon slide changes in person position.

Estimating resting positions: Since we also want to avoid placing the robot in places
covering a path between usual resting positions, we need to have a model of such resting
positions and interest points like television or fish tanks. One choice is to label those
points, when the robot is prepared for operating inside the home environment. Another
choice is to learn such points. One approach is shown by [5], where trajectories are
recorded over a long time and clustered afterwards. With the cluster prototypes, end
points of the trajectories are set to be such resting points. By a Gaussian noise process
and by creating a comparing function towards each trajectory of the cluster, the end point
position is refined. This is quite a simple approach, but the only one we found. Another
idea could be to create sums of occupancy times at all places the person is observed. If the
person is not wandering constantly, a few places with very high occupancy times should
appear.

6.2 Planned approach

We already have an approach to find an optimal position. This approach needs a dedicated
illumination model of the environment, which is hard to do in practice and not part of the
ALIAS project. We could use the particle swarm model again and test its capability in
practical environments. We also have to couple the quality function of the particles to the
ability of the robot to react on small pose changes, which was not provided by any known
approach. But here, the knowledge of the observed information and the usage of possible
resting points may help.

This task is the most unclear task of all tasks that the robot has to fulfill. So it naturally
covers the most risk, and also the most work to be done. As a fallback solution, the
existing solution without any changes could be used within the ALIAS project.
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7 Conclusion and outlook

In this deliverable we have shown the state of the art and the variety of approaches that
deal more or less with socially acceptable navigation. In the end, we do not want a set of
many stand-alone behaviors the robot should switch between, but one common framework
which should be configurable to fulfill all needed tasks. This has the benefit, that the core
functionalities, like obstacle avoidance and motion controlling are available for every task
and no double implementation has to be done. Also the project partner MetraLabs GmbH
already provides a navigation framework, consisting of the dynamic window approach.
The dynamic window approach has the benefit of high configurability: by activating sev-
eral objectives, different tasks and behaviors could be provided. So our goal is, to extend
this approach and to adapt the shown and chosen approaches towards the dynamic win-
dow approach. In some cases (for example the expanding random trees) approaches are
shown, which are even more powerful than the dynamic window, because they can plan
in more than just one time step. Here we have to build a bridge between those methods,
to provide the correct functionality. As a summary we state again our goals on each of the
four tasks:

• Following a person: Here, we plan to combine the expanding random tree approach
of Hoeller [16] with the personal space model of Andersen [1]. Since this approach
is not fully compatible with the dynamic window approach we have to extend the
dynamic window. Details will follow in deliverable 6.3.

• Guiding a person: Here, only one approach was found. Since this approach only
describes when a normal path following could be performed, in which situation the
speed should be reduced (to full stop) and when the guiding process is canceled,
this could be modeled fully within the dynamic window. Details will follow in
deliverable 6.3.

• Path planning with respect to persons: This is a stage not directly bound to the
dynamic window approach. We have chosen to use the graph approach of Rufli[27],
since the similarity to expanding space trees is huge, and we plan to extend this
approach by using the critera of Sisbot[32]. Details will follow in one of the next
deliverables.

• Observation of a resting person: As a starting point we use a particle filter, which
incorporates knowledge about visibility, distance and reachability to find the best
observation place. This filter should be extended with the ability to incorporate
knowledge of a local pose distribution of persons at resting positions, to maximize
observability. This task has a huge demand on research work, and so covers the
most risk.
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The next deliverable will include initial experimental results on the behaviors of following
a person and approaching a person. It will include also methodical details on the guiding
behavior.
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